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Magnetic Base Adapter PULUZ PU708B 1/4 inch for Action Camera

The PULUZ PU708B 1/4 inch magnetic adapter for sports cameras.
Puluz PU708B is a magnetic adapter for sports cameras such as DJI Osmo Action 3, Osmo Action, Gopro Hero series models or Insta360
One series models. In addition to its wide compatibility, the PU708B has the great advantage of a magnetic latch that simply twists and
secures  by  sliding  the  lock  slider.  With  this  solution,  the  camera  is  securely  mounted  in  the  mount,  but  can  also  be  quickly  removed
without removing any screws. The ABS material of the adapter is highly resistant to mechanical damage to ensure the durability of the
accessory. Realize your projects the way you want!
 
Great compatibility
The magnetic base of the adapter has an internal ¼ tripod thread that allows you to screw the adapter to a tripod, clamp jaws, suction
cup, selfie stick, etc. The adapter fits most sports camcorders so you can record sports events and your exploits for spectacular results!
 
Quick change and secure grip 
The Puluz PU708B is a mount with a strong, sturdy construction, and its ingenious design makes it easy for you to quickly jump between
different mounts to get the best footage of dynamically changing events." To quickly remove the camera from the mount, all you need to
do is move the red slider, turn it in the magnetic base and you're done! 
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Durability 
The mount is great for extreme sports and recording adventures from your life. Whether you're running, riding athletic games, or on a
pontoon rafting trip with friends, the Puluz PU708B will allow you to capture these moments in the most convenient way. 
 
In the set you will find
Adapter
	Brand 
	Puluz 
	Model
	PU708B
	Color 
	Black 
	Material
	ABS
	Dimensions 
	4.7 x 3.2 x 3.1 cm

Price:

Before: € 11.5005

Now: € 9.50
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